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1. HISTORY 

1.1. Introduction 

Analog wave gave way to digital media for storing sound in the early 80’s. The 
aim of this change is to create recording with a very high similarity between the 
original signal and the reproduced signal. To achieve this, requires a lot of data 
(Bytes) to be stored. With the quest of obtaining recordings with very high fidelity, 
a number of digital media storage technologies have been introduced to enable 
huge amount of generated bytes to be stored on an optical medium. This term 
paper focuses on the new technology that has been lately introduced “Blu-Ray 
Technology”. In order to understand this, I will introduce the readers to previous 
digital media storage technologies that have been available such as Compact 
Disk (CD) and Digital Versatile Disk (DVD) before focusing my attention on the 
Blu-Ray Technology in detail.    

1.2. Compact Disk (CD) 

Compact Disk (CD) was the first optical disc used to record digital data. It was 
developed by Phillips and Sony and the first commercial production was in 1982. 
A CD is just a piece of plastic of polycarbonate with 12cm in diameter and 1.2mm 
thick. CD’s can record up to 74minutes of digital audio (original purpose) hence 
the total capacity is 800 MB approximately. An infrared laser of wavelength 
780nm is used to read data stored on a CD by focusing the laser through the 
bottom of the CD layer. CD technology was widely accepted and was further 
expanded to include other areas of data storage such as CD-ROM for computer 
data storage medium, Video CD for storing videos, Enhanced CD for storing both 
audio and computer data and many more.  

1.3. Digital Versatile Disc (DVD)  

With an improvement in picture quality of CD’s over old video tapes, there has 
been a lot of desire for better motion picture quality.  As more and more data are 
being produced daily, there has been a search for bigger storage capacity 
mediums as well. These issues led to the introduction of Digital Versatile Disc 
(DVD). It is another optical disc storage media technology with its main purpose 
of storing Video and data.  It was introduced to the commercial market by a 
group of companies led by Toshiba. DVD has some backward compatibility to 
CD such as; it is also 12cm in diameter and 1.2mm thick but with enhanced 
features. DVD has 4.7GB of storage capacity. That means it can store seven 
times more than a CD. With this huge capacity, DVD can record two hours of 
standard definition videos, soundtracks up to eight languages and subtitles up to 
32 languages. Simple interactive games can also be included on a DVD. Red 
laser of wavelength 650nm is used to read and write data. It uses MPEG-2 
(Moving Picture Expert Group-2) for compressing data. 
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1.4. Blu-Ray Disc (BD) 

As the desire for clear picture quality continuous, entertainment industry has 
again experienced another revolution with the introduction of Blu-ray Disc which 
can record high-definition video and audio, as well as photos, data and other 
digital content. Blu-ray disc was developed by Blu-ray Association (group of 
companies representing computer hardware, motion picture production and 
consumer electronics) in 2002 but commercial production started in 2006. It also 
has a backward compatibility of 12 cm in diameter and 1.2mm in thickness. Blue-
violet laser operating at 405nm is used to read and write data on a 12cm optical 
disc. Due to blue-violet laser which has a shorter wavelength and therefore can 
focus more clearly on an optical disc with less diffraction, a blu-ray disc has 
storage capacity of 25GB for single side and 50GB for dual layer. Blu ray also 
has an improved codec such as MPEG-4, H.264/AVC and SMPTE VC-1 for data 
encoding that further increased its capacity. Because of extended interactivity 
application for BD, a cross-platform java environment (BD-J) has been made 
mandatory for all BD players. Java Creator James Gosling at Java One trade 
show in 2005 said, inclusion of JVM and network connectivity in some BD 
devices will allow updates such as additional subtitles and promotional features 
to be added to BD through the internet which was not included at the time of 
recording.  
 

 
Figure 1: Digital Storage Media Progression 
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Sony together with Pioneer began two research using two diodes, Ultra Density 
Optical (UDO) and DVR Blue. It was a format of rewritable discs which later 
became Blu-ray disc. DVR Blue prototypes came out in 2000. Data on the disc 
were placed very close to the surface of the disc and were prone to 
contamination and scratches and therefore requires plastic cartridges for 
protection. Blu-ray Disc Association was founded in 2002 with nine initial 
members and the project officially announced as Blu-ray. 
 

 
Figure 2: Founding Members of Blu-ray Disc Association 

 

Blu-ray disc association completed the physical specification of blu-ray disc in 
2004. TDK electronics, a leading manufacturer of BD also announced that, a 
hard coating polymer has been developed to replace the cartridges. The BD-
ROM specifications were finalized in 2006. The first BD titles were released in 
June, 2006 with MPEG-2 as codec for video compression. BD performed poorly 
at its first market release mainly due to the high cost of the disc, its player, and a 
well known format HD-DVD. Sony overturn the situation by play station 3 (a 
game console) which also function as a BD player. By the middle of June 2007, 
BD outsold HD DVDs by two to one approximately. With this success story, many 
movie studios opted for BD over HD-DVD and also due to BD anti-copying 
system. The last stroke that broke the camels back was when Warner Brothers 
(and its subsidiaries), a major supporter of HD-DVD announce that it would 
release only in BD after May 2008. This led to major retailers such as Wal-Mart 
and Woolworths dropping HD DVD from their inventory. Due to these 
developments, Toshiba announced that it will stop production of HD-DVD players 
making BD to become the industry standard for high-density optical discs.  
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2. BLU-RAY FEATURES 

BD is really taking the entertainment industry to the next level and these are 
some of the features BD has to offer to the public. BD is capable of recording 
high-definition television (HDTV) without any loss in quality. This means that 
movie studio will be capable of recording their HD movie on the BD without 
formatting it to fit our screen. It is also possible to edit recorded programs on BD 
which are unlike in CD or DVD. Interactivity is very high in BD such as instantly 
skipping to any spot on the disc. If internet connectivity is available with the 
player, it is possible to access the web to download movie games, subtitles and 
other extra features. BD can also automatically search for an empty space on the 
disc to avoid over recording a program. Next advantage BD has over other digital 
storage media is, it is easy and cheap to manufacture. Unlike DVD where the 
data is fused between two polycarbonate plastic, In BD, data is put on top of the 
polycarbonate plastic and covered with protective coat. This approach reduces 
manufacturing cost. Finally, BD has a 36Mbps of data transfer rate, which is very 
high when compared to DVD of 10 Mbps or CD of 1.17 Mbps. With this speed, 
BD can record 25 GB of data in one and half hours. 
 

 
Figure 3: Digital Media Storage Comparaison 

 
High definition television is needed in order to enjoy high picture and audio 
quality that BD has to offer. Normal televisions have 500 by 500 of pixels which 
displays pictures of not excellent quality. Normal video CD’s are enough to 
display picture quality that normal televisions can hold. Standard television came 
next which has 704 by 480 of pixels. Normal DVD can also produce picture and 
audio of high quality for standard television.  Then came the introduction of high 
definition television which has 1920 by 1080 of pixels. This huge pixel requires a 
very high amount of data. This is where HD-DVD and BD comes in because of 
their huge storage capacity. 
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3. HOW BLU-RAY WORKS 

Disks are made of polycarbonate plastic. During manufacturing, the plastic is 
impressed with microscopic bumps arranged as a single, continuous, very long 
spiral track of data. This spiral track of data circles from the inside of the disc to 
the outside. This means that the disk can be smaller than the 12cm if desired. 
The data track is approximately 0.15 microns wide, with 0.32 microns separating 
one track from the next. Discs record digitally encoded data, video or audio in 
pits which are in the spiral track. A laser reads the other side of these pits known 
as bumps to display the movie or program that is stored on the CD. The smaller 
the pits (hence the bumps) the more data is on the disc.  
 
A blu-ray uses a blue laser which has a shorter wavelength of 405 nanometers to 
read and write data on the BD. This small beam focuses more precisely making it 
able to read the information recorded in the 0.15 microns pit. The two factors that 
affect the laser beam ability to focus are wavelength and Numerical aperture. 
The shorter the wavelength the better it can focus on the pits. Numerical aperture 
is the power or brightness of laser beam. The higher the Numerical aperture, the 
brighter the laser beam and the more it can focus on pit more accurately. High 
Numerical Aperture (0.85), strong wavelength (405nm), smaller pits, shorter track 
pitch, all together enable a single-layer BD to hold 25GB of information. 
 
 

 
Figure 4: Blu-ray Disc Technology 
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Blu-ray disc records data differently from other storage devices such as CD or 
DVD. In DVD, data is fused between two polycarbonate layers of 0.6 mm thick 
each. The problem that arises from this approach is that the substrate 
(polycarbonate layer) splits the laser beam into two un-equal parts hence making 
the disc unreadable incase the splits are too wide (Birefringence). Another 
problem with DVD is that, when the disc is not perpendicular to the beam, a 
problem known as disc tilt occurs in which the laser beams is distorted.  
 
Blu-ray disc solved some problems that existed in DVD. The first is by placing the 
data on top of 1.1mm thick polycarbonate layer. The data on top prevents 
birefringence and hence minimize readability problem. The second solution is 
that, as the recording layer is close to the objective lens, the problem of disc tilt is 
eliminated. 
 

 
Figure 5: Digital Media Data Layer 

 
The manufacturing cost of BD is cheaper as compared to DVD. With DVD, the 
two 0.6mm discs have to be molded; the recording layer is then added to one of 
the discs. The two discs are later glued together. This process is done very 
carefully in order to prevent birefringence. Blu-ray disc, the recording layer is 
placed on a single 1.1mm disc which is easy to manufacture and therefore 
minimizes cost.  Unfortunately, all the saving goes to the cost of adding the 
strong protective layer to BD and thereby making it still expensive. 
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4. BLU-RAY FORMATS 

Blu-ray has been initially designed in several different formats unlike in DVDs 
and CDs where read-only formats were started first and later other formats were 
added. Below are some of the formats of Blu-ray disc.  

4.1. BD Recordable 

BD recordable refers to four optical disc formats that can be used to record 
information. BD-R disc can be recorded onto only once and it is normally for 
computer data storage. BD-RE can allow data to be erased and written onto for 
several times and this is used for recording High Definition Television data.      
BD-RW also can be erased and recorded multiple times and used for computer 
data storage. BD-ROM is a read-only disc used for pre-recorded content.  

4.2. Mini Blu-ray Disc 

Mini Blu-ray disc is a compact form of BD which has been designed specifically 
for camcorders and other compact recording devices. It is 8cm in diameter and 
can store approximately 7.5 GB of data. There are BD-R and BD-RE version of 
this Mini-BD. 

4.3. AVCREC 

AVCREC is a lower capacity variant of the Blu-Ray Disc which can be used for 
storing Blu-ray disc compatible content on traditional DVD. This can be used in 
camcorders, distribution of short HD broadcast content. 

4.4. BD9 / BD5 Blu-ray Disc 

These are lower capacity variants of Blu-ray disc that contain BD compatible 
video and audio streams that are on DVD optical disc. BD9 / BD5 also use the 
same advanced compression ratios that are used in BD while using lower cost 
legacy media. BD9 uses 8 GB standard DVD9 dual-layer disc while BD5 uses 
4GB DVD5 single layer disc.  
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5. MAJOR COMPETITORS 

5.1. Blu-ray / DVD combo disc 

This is a disc developed by JVC with an approximate capacity of 33.5 GB. It has 
been developed to serve both Blu-ray and DVD markets. It has one side of Blu 
ray format and the other for DVD.  This allows video to be released in both 
formats on a single disc. 

5.2. HD-DVD 

HD-DVD has been main rival of Blu-ray disc until recently when leading 
manufactures and movie studios of HD-DVD decided to cease production and 
release of movies in HD-DVD respectively. It was developed by two electronic 
giants Toshiba and NEC. HD-DVD uses the same technology or format as 
traditional DVD and therefore can be manufactured with the same equipment 
thereby saving cost. A rewritable, single-layer HD-DVD can hold 15 GB of data, a 
double-layer disc can hold 30 GB and a triple-layer disc can hold 45 GB. These 
capacities almost match that of Blu- ray (27 GB and 50 GB). The read-only of 
HD-DVD holds less data. It also offers some interactive capabilities of Blu-ray. 

5.3. HD-DVD-9 

This disc was developed by Warner Bros. Pictures (A movie studio company). 
This disc uses higher compression rate or codec to put more information on a 
standard DVD (about two hours of high-definition video). 

5.4. Forward Versatile Disc (FVD) 

This disc was developed from Taiwan jointly by the Advanced Optical Storage 
Research Alliance (AOSRA) and the Industrial Technology Research Institute 
(ITRI). It is an upgraded version of current DVD that can allows for more data 
storage (5.4 GB on a single-sided disc and 9.8 GB on a double sided disc) and a 
less expensive alternative for high-definition content. The specification allows for 
up to three level layers for a total of 15GB storage capacity.  

5.5. Enhanced Versatile Disc 

This is another system developed in China to provide a means of playing HD 
content with the existing optical media. This came as a response to DVD video 
format and licensing cost which some considered being too expensive.  On the 
EVD, the video codec VP5 and VP6 are used. It is alleged that these codecs are 
more efficient than MPEG-2.   
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5.6. Professional Disc for Data (ProData ) 

These are professional versions of the blue laser technology developed by Sony. 
ProData is for commercial data storage such as backing up servers. ProData 
uses 405 nm wavelength and a numerical aperture (NA) of 0.85 which allows 23 
GB of data to be stored on 12 cm disc. Unfortunately this professional product 
was discontinued in 2007. 

5.7. XDCAM 

This is another professional optical disc for motion pictures. It was designed for 
use by broadcasters and AV studios. It has features such as tape less optical 
disk recording of DVCAM, MPEG IMX. XDCAM range includes decks and 
cameras which act as a replacement for traditional VTR which allows XDCAM 
disc to be used within tape-based workflow. It can also serve as random access 
pc drives for import of video data files into non-linear editing systems. 

5.8. 500 GB Disc 

It has been released in a Nikkei Business Daily newspaper that Pioneers, 
another electronic company and founding member of Blu-ray Disc Association is 
developing an optical disc that will blow away all other digital storage devices 
with the introduction of 500 GB disc. Pioneers will be using ultraviolet laser which 
has lesser wavelength than the blue-violet currently used by Blu-ray. The 
company itself has not yet gone publicly with this information. This just tells us 
what awaits us in the near future. 
 

 
 

 
 

Figure 6: HD-DVD and Blu-ray disc size 
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6. CONCLUSION 

Blu-ray disk at the moment is the largest digital storage device for the consumer 
electronics market. It has solved some problems that were encountered in HD-
DVD disc such as birefringence and disc tilt. It has a tighter track pitch hence can 
hold more pits therefore has high storage capacity. It also has some challenges 
to face.  HD-DVD and DVD were built on the same technology as CDs therefore 
can be manufactured without huge investment.  Fortunately or unfortunately, Blu-
ray disc came with huge modifications such as moving the data to the top 
(1.1mm) of the disc and a thinner protective layer to cover the data. To satisfy 
these modifications requires a huge investment in the manufacturing process. 
This makes BD very expensive although very easy to manufacture. 
 
With time as more and more people are buying the BD, the cost will equally 
come down. It must be stated that, in order to enjoy the picture and sound quality 
from BD requires a high-definition box and a player. These television sets and 
player are also quite expensive but are enjoying good sales at the moment. In a 
nutshell, I think Blu-ray disc will overcome its initial problems and become the 
market leader due to good sales it is enjoying at the moment. 
 
Finally, I think the format rivalry will continue unabated as Toshiba has 
announced 45 GB three layer HD-DVD in order to compete effectively with Blu-
ray.  TDK Company, a manufacturer of Blu-ray disc said, getting BD up to 100 
GB and beyond 200 GB has always been part of the Blu-ray plan but no 
indication has been given so far when it will appear on the market. We should 
also not forget Pioneer plan to introduce the 500 GB disc using ultra violet laser. 
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